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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we will introduce 10 patterns from the Creative CoCooking Patterns, a pattern language for a creative 
and collaborative cooking session - or CoCooking. The 10 patterns are an addition to the 34 we have introduced in 
our previous paper with the same title [1]. Though the patterns introduced in the previous paper were sufficient to 
hold a collaborative cooking session, the patterns in this second paper introduce a process to make the collaborative 
cooking a more creative activity. Readers in the educational and business fields can use the patterns in this paper to 
conduct a group activity/event/workshop to build teamwork and group creativity.  

 

1.1 Background – A Need to Redefine Cooking   
There are three historical background to our work: the lack of experience with creation due to industrialization, 
recipes and manuals taking away from our ability to create, and our perception of creation as a new form of wealth.   
As our world went through modernization, many of the jobs did with our hands were pushed into the factory. Though 
this industrial revolution gave us the gift of efficiency and low costs, it ended up blinding us from how things are 
made. The situation is nothing different in the context of cooking. As much as we love eating out and defrosting 
frozen food, many of us are becoming unaware of where and how our food is being made. Let alone the factory, the 
kitchen is also becoming a black box, and without much experience with cooking, more people are starting to feel 
uncomfortable inside the kitchen. Cooking is considered either a household chore or a service to pay for, with almost 
always the distinct separation between the cook and the guest. Of course some people cook for joy, but the activity is 
still considered a personal hobby or professionalism.  

                                            
1 Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are 
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for 
components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to 
post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org.  
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Still, people understand the importance of cooking due to health and economic reasons. We cook for ourselves and 
our family, and when doing so, we often reference a recipe. The recipe is part of what is making cooking a difficulty 
for many. Recipes are useful in the means that they provide us with the information on what and how to cook. If you 
collect the ingredients and follow the directions as instructed, you should end up with the same dish as the picture 
promises. However, do to restrictions in available ingredients, utensils, environment, etc., this is not always the case. 
Trying to follow a recipe exactly is actually hard and is quite overwhelming. And besides, if the goal of cooking was 
to create the same exact dish every single time, then the infamous factory would do a better job. People who enjoy 
daily cooking would use recipes as an source for inspirations, and then cook a nice meal with the tools and ingredients 
that are available.   
Let alone the health and economic benefits, many people cook today for the pure joy of it. Though this kind of people 
existed as long as the history of cooking, more and more people are recently finding the joy aspect of cooking. This 
could be representative of the shift in our definition of wealth. For much of human history, especially after the 
industrial revolution, consumption was symbolic of peoples’ wealth. In the last few decades, a gradual shift in this 
value started to occur. With the rise of information technology, the world became flooded with information. In such a 
society, people started to be concerned about what they consumed, rather than how much of it they did. We became 
worried of where the food came from, who it was made by, who else ate the same food, and most importantly, who 
knows that we ate it. Though this isn’t anything bad, the world soon became full of information about fancy new 
restaurants in town or new food products in stores. With everyone snapping photos of their food and adding hashtags 
of prices or store names, food becomes more of a data bit than part of our life cycle. To back off slightly from this 
movement, even more recently comes the second shift. With everything coming and going too fast, many of us are 
starting to question the dominance of the informational world. Instead, people are finding satisfaction in spending 
time to make their own food, in the way that just fits them. This might sound the same as before the industrial 
revolution, but it inherits many aspects from the previous two stages and builds upon their benefits. After seeing the 
extremes of the past two stages, we are now trying to find the right balance.  
Our work with the Creative CoCooking Patterns and other cooking-related patterns is our challenge to define a new 
style of cooking in this new age. With both the aspect of energy intake for survival, and of pleasing our mouth with 
deliciousness, cooking is something that everyone should be motivated to do. With it being the simplest form of 
creation that we can do in our everyday lives, cooking becomes a lens that we can look through to understand a lot of 
things. Cooking should be an improvised, social, and creative activity that anyone can enjoy.   
 
1.2 CoCooking 
CoCooking is a term we have coined. It is formed with the base word "Cooking" with the collaborative prefix "Co", 
and it has a rather simple meaning of "Cooking Together." The photos below should give an image of the activity. 
This can be done with anyone: family, friends, coworkers, etc.  
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Fig. 1. Pictures from past CoCooking sessions. The situation varies from  home-cooking situations to educational and business use. 

 

 Though the idea may be simple, its possibilities see no limit. The analysis of its positive effects were covered in the 
last paper, but to summarize, CoCooking has the following positive benefits:  

l Acquisition of Cooking Techniques – The mix in experts and novices in the same kitchen brings a good mix 
between skill and ideas, bringing novices a chance to learn cooking techniques while having fun and 
communicating with others. 

l Building Teamwork  - Cooking requires a lot of problem solving. When this process is done by a group, it 
naturally requires collaborating and working together towards a common goal. Even if the participants don't 
have much in common, the existence of food creates a common topic to talk about, and the delicious smell of 
the food creates a warm atmosphere for conversations.  

l Nurturing Creativity - By thinking of menus and solving problems that occur while cooking, we can 
experience a sophisticated creative process that is otherwise hard to gain. Though cooking is a daily activity, its 
aspects as a legitimate act of creation can be used as a tool to learn creative processes such as designing under 
restrictions,  solving problems, and combining elements to plan and prototype a product.  

These effects are not mutually exclusive but rather are blended throughout the activity. Workshops and events that 
focus on one of the effects can be planned, but in any case all of the effects will be present to some extent.  

 
1.3 Previous work  
This concept of CoCooking and the pattern works that surround it is part of our ongoing challenge of trying redefine 
how we cook using pattern languages. This paper is part four of the challenge. This part of the paper will briefly go 
over these previous papers to set the stage for the discussions of this paper.  
In the first of our series of papers, we applied patterns and its theory into cooking to help people’s on-the-spot 
cooking process. [2] To explain briefly, the paper introduced a method using patterns called the Generative Cooking 
Approach, which writes patterns that capture the condition of the dish using one or more of the five senses, and then 
provides the cook with actions that he or she can take to take the dish to a different condition.  The chain action of the 
patterns will guide the dish through a process of piecemeal growth, ultimately resulting in a tasteful dish. 
Though this method is useful to some extent, we found out that the approach alone was not sufficient to gain the skills 
of cooking. The patterns in this collection were focused too much around the actual actions that are being taken while 
cooking (for example, “stir the ingredients so they don’t stick to the pan”). These patterns were useful in knowing 
when to do what while cooking on a technical aspect, but it would not give ideas to its users on what to cook based on 
the ingredients available, nor how to make the dish tastier from its current condition. Therefore, it was helpful for its 
users to better understand a certain recipe on why a certain step should be done, but the patterns itself were not 
sufficient for people to put down the recipe book. And besides, most of these techniques that were captured with these 
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patterns already had their own names that many recipes used as common language. These findings were important for 
us to take the next step in our inquiry for cooking patterns.  
In a different paper [3] we introduced a method called the Cooking Language. This is a new method to understand 
cooking derived from the idea of patterns, which provides its users with ideas on what to cook. The Cooking 
Language is a collection of sublanguages that each focuses on a certain food item (for example, there would be an 
Onion Language, Tofu Language, etc.), which contains cooking words that describes the food item’s characteristics in 
a pattern-like manner. It describes either how the ingredient is considered to be tasty (in a certain culture), how it 
interacts with other ingredient, or describes specific functions that it provides to the dish. Users can use the cooking 
words as sources for ideas on what to cook, guidelines for making decisions while cooking, and as a tool to 
understand recipes and dishes made by other people.  
 
While these two papers focused on the technical and material side of cooking, the third of the paper focused on the 
human side of cooking. This paper was part 1 of the CoCooking Patterns paper. These patterns focused more on the 
social aspects of cooking, and contained patterns that would enhance communication and ideas in the kitchen. Here, 
we paralleled Christopher Alexander's attempt in The Production of Houses to create an architectural process which 
allowed the families to join the architects in building their homes. Similarly, by actively involving cooking novices 
into the kitchen, not only will we be able to help them acquire cooking skills, but it would build teamwork and nurture 
creativity among the whole team. Though we will briefly cover these topics in this paper, readers should reference 
this previous paper for the full discussion. This paper will focus more on the new patterns added to the collection.  
 

2. PATTERNS  

Here we present the 10 additional patterns of the Creative CoCooking Patterns. The patterns are: Kitchen Stories, 
Dish without Answers, Potluck of Ingredients, Mystery Ingredient, Hunger-Driven Inquiry, Mixed Level of 
Skills, Treasury of Spices, Creative Detours, Dish Mash-Up and Solution-Based Cooking. Their relationship is shown 
as a pattern map in Figure 2. The pattern Kitchen Stories is a crown pattern that encapsulates and gives the general 
idea of the subsequent 9 patterns. Pattern 10, Solution-Based Cooking is an “extreme pattern” that portrays an ideal 
and ultimate state of the pattern language that might be hard at first to achieve, but is something that readers can look 
up to as they put the rest of the patterns into practice. These are marked with a crown and a spade symbol respectively. 

 

 Fig. 2. The pattern map shows the relationship between the 10 patterns in the pattern language. 
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These patterns were found through our experience with actual CoCooking sessions after the 2015 version of the 
CoCooking Patterns were made. In using the patterns to plan and operate CoCooking sessions, though we found the 
previous set of patterns effective and useful, we noticed some aspects of the process were missing. To be specific, 
though the pattern language put emphasis on the creative and collaborative aspects of cooking, many of the patterns 
did not go too far into these topics. Most of the patterns were about the cooking process itself, which could be covered 
by other sets of cooking patterns. We want these patterns to be patterns about how to build teamwork and nurture 
creativity through cooking. That’s what the 10 new patterns are about.   
In the previous version of the Creative CoCooking Patterns, the patterns were categorized among three groups 
according to their semantics. As the phrase Creative Co Cooking suggests, the three groups each hold patterns on 
"creativity", patterns on "collaboration", and patterns on "cooking". The patterns we will newly introduce in this paper 
will be in either the “Creative” group or the “Co” group.  
The tables below list all 34 patterns from the previous version of the Creative CoCooking Patterns as patlets. The 
tables are separated by pattern groups. Since some of the patterns are referenced as related patterns in the new patterns, 
please check the table for their summary.  
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Table 1. Patlets from the Creative CoCooking Patterns. The tables are separated based on the pattern groups. 

The Patterns follow a rather traditional Iba style format: pattern name, one line description, illustration, context, 
problem and forces, solution and actions, and consequences. The separator “▼ In this context” comes between the 
context and the problem;  “▼ Therefore” separates the problem and forces with the solution; “▼ As a result” 
separates the solution and actions with the consequence. 
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2.1 KITCHEN STORIES   

The Kitchen is where good memories are made. 

 

 

You are about to start CoCooking with your party. You might even have a group of people who you usually CoCook 
with.  

▼ In this context 

If you were cooking the same repertoire of dishes every time then it will become hard to recall each special 
occasion as a part of your memory. 

Though each CoCooking session may be fun, eventually, memories from the events will become blurry. You have the 
memory that you cooked together, and you know it was a fun experience, but you will not be able to remember what 
exactly you cooked, nor what happened while cooking. This would be especially true if you start to form a habit of 
cooking with the same people - which this itself is an amazing habit.   

▼ Therefore 

Shape the process of CoCooking into a memorable story by considering the process from the ingredient 
collection to the eating as one continuous process full of meaning and surprises.  

Consider the series of events and conversations as a story - Why did you decide to cook together? What kinds of 
encounters did you have while shopping? Did anything unusual or unexpected occur in the kitchen? When you look 
back at the experience, there should be lots of things that would become sources for great stories. Try incorporating 
the coincidental happenings into the dishes you are cooking - this could be anything from unexpected guests, a bizarre 
ingredient someone found, the weather, seasonal events, etc. During the cooking make sure to take photos and take 
note of anything unusual that happened – they become great sources for stores for after the meal. A mundane 
CoCooking isn’t necessary bad, but we can get more out of it if we can make each session fun and memorable.  

▼ As a result 

Each CoCooking session should become part of your memory as a nice story. The more the cooking process is 
challenging, the more interesting the story will be. Even if something goes bad during the process, it should become a 
good twist in the story. This way, not only the completed dish and the time spent eating together, but also the whole 
preparation process will become a valuable experience. By trying to put a different twist in the story every time, each 
dish that you make will become unique. You can look back at photos later on and share great memories and stories to 
tell later on. Even with the same members, by creating a series of Kitchen Stories, CoCooking should never become 
weary.   
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2.2 DISH WITHOUT ANSWERS  

No one knows what will be made until the very end.  

 

 

 

The group is in the process of choosing a menu to CoCook.  

▼ In this context 

If you follow plans or a recipe too strictly, not much creativity or teamwork will be obtained through the 
process.  

Just following directions is nice for beginners, but it will soon become mundane and feel overwhelming. It might be 
fun at the start, but cooking soon will become a task that must be completed. If such a cooking continues, people will 
start to think cooking as a chore or work that requires labor, and will become blinded from the fun and creative 
aspects of cooking.  

▼ Therefore 

Don’t assume a ”correct answer” to whatever you are cooking. Make the process more improvised and 
creative by incorporating uncertainties and challenges that the team can work through.  

Recipes are not necessary bad in the sense that they become sources for ideas on what and how to cook; they are a 
good place to start. Once you have the general direction, then you can go ahead and go on an Ingredient Hunt, prepare 
a Mystery Ingredient, or do a Potluck of Ingredients to make the dish more original and in-context.  This way the 
cooking becomes volatile for surprises that makes the process more interesting and worth challenging.  

▼ As a result 

By not setting too strict of a plan, the group becomes open to unexpected events and coincidences. This way a Kitchen 
Story becomes easy to weave, and each dish cooked will become original and special to the group. Once you end up 
with a good meal, make sure to Name the Dish, take a Food Photo, and make Idea Takeouts about the dish that you 
made.  
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2.3 POTLUCK OF INGREDIENTS 

With each person contributing a piece, unexpected but delicious combinations happen.  

 

 

You have plans to CoCook with people. The group may have already chosen a Menu Rule of the day, and is about to 
go on an Ingredient Hunt.   

▼ In this context 

The Kitchen Captain tends to choose and decide what to buy, resulting in some participants just following 
along and passively involved in the ingredient collection.  

Especially when collecting ingredients with inexperienced cooks, they tend to just passively follow along through the 
shopping process, waiting for directions on what to look for. This kind of an Ingredient Hunt will be too much effort 
for the kitchen captain. In addition, thinking out of the box to collect ingredients for an interesting Kitchen Story is 
hard to do with the Kitchen Captain alone. 

▼ Therefore 

Gather Ingredients by having participants each bring an ingredient they want to include in the dish.   

Even if you have a certain menu in mind, or you plan on going on an Ingredient Hunt together, try to have each 
person bring an ingredient that they want to cook. For example, if you are planning on cooking pizza, each person can 
bring their favorite topping that they can share. If the party is not sure of a menu yet, you can use the ingredients that 
everyone brought as a guideline to set an idea on what else to shop for. In this case, be careful not to buy too much 
since you already have a stock of ingredients to start with. Be sure to highlight the point that the group is not trying to 
do any alchemy, so make sure each person bring an item that they like to eat. You can also set a theme for what to 
bring – for example, an ingredient that represents the participants’ culture would be great for international occasions. 

▼ As a result 

By each person having an ingredient that they brought used in the dish, they would be able to feel their own 
contribution to the team’s work. In addition, by having ingredients that are perhaps out of context, it would become a 
chance for creating some changes in the process. The gathered ingredients can become the day’s Mystery Ingredient 
so it can be used creatively. Even if the team had a certain menu in mind, the extra ingredients might cause 
unexpected turns in the process, leaving the group with a new kind of a dish. This process of thinking where the 
ingredients can be used would itself become a Cooking Inquiry, making the group more creative. Since a dish made in 
this way would be the result of many coincidences, be sure to Name the Dish to celebrate its originality, and make it a 
part of the day’s Kitchen Story.    
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2.4 MYSTERY INGREDIENT 

Unexpected ingredients bring unexpected tastes.  

 

The group is collecting ingredients to CoCook. You might be in the middle of an Ingredient Hunt with the group.   

▼ In this context 

It is hard to keep the balance between creativity and feasibility of the ingredients you collect.  

When on an Ingredient Hunt you will be shopping without plans to respect coincidences and inspirations. However, if 
you just collect ingredients just because it is odd and interesting, you will end up with a set of ingredients that is too 
creative and hard to cook a good dish from. On the other hand, especially if you are a decent cook, you tend to 
imagine the actual cooking process, and reach out for items that are easy to handle and that can be used in a variety of 
dishes. Chances are you’ll end up with the same kind of ingredients every time, and therefore, ending up with a 
similar dish. This would likely happen especially if you don’t have any guidelines for what to look for.   

 

▼ Therefore 

Prepare one ingredient that the group isn’t sure of how it will be used. 

If you do a Potluck of Ingredients, then one of the gathered items will most likely become the Mystery Ingredient. If 
not so, you can look for an item that you would normally not buy while on an Ingredient Hunt. Be careful not to make 
all ingredients bizarre: just one dark horse will do. During the actual cooking, get on your Hunger-Driven Inquiry and 
reference the day’s Menu Rule to think of how the Mystery Ingredient can be used.   

▼ As a result 

By proactively searching for different ingredients, you will have a nice variety in the items you prepare. If you choose 
an item that is the first time to cook with, it will become a chance to learn something new. If you find out anything 
new about the food item, be sure to make Idea Takeouts so that you can leverage the knowledge for next time. This is 
also an easy way to set a challenge that the team can attack while CoCooking. Even if the rest of the menu and the 
cooking process are completely normal, by having the one Mystery Ingredient, the day’s CoCooking will have an 
interesting Kitchen Story to be told.  
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 2.5 HUNGER-DRIVEN INQUIRY 

Your hunger is the perfect driver for creativity.  

 

 

 

The group is in the process of a Cooking Inquiry while CoCooking. Especially if you are cooking without an recipe, 
this would require some good ideas.  

▼ In this context 

Though the group is trying out new things to create a unique dish, if the group takes too much odd steps, you 
will most likely end up with a dish that is too creative that it does not taste good.  

If you’re afraid of taking risks and flopping the dish, you will most likely end up with normal results. This is 
especially because we tend to search for what we can make from our repertoire of dishes in our heads. However, if the 
team starts to do things just because it is new and unique, it would likely ignore the rules of good taste, and no one 
would want to eat such a dish.  

▼ Therefore 

Try out something new, discuss in small groups to decide if it’s a good idea or not. Ask yourselves: does this 
seem delicious? Will we really want to eat this? 

An interesting trait about cooking is that you can put your ideas into actions right on the spot. Share the feeling of 
hunger among the group, and discuss with the group on what you should do. If you are not an experienced cook, 
thanks to the Mixed Level of Skills, you can consult the Kitchen Captain or other members of the group for their 
thoughts. Share your insights and decide as a group what the best solution would be.   

▼ As a result 

By going through an unorthodox and flexible process, you will be able to make a delicious Dish Without Answers. In 
this process of trying out new things, the group can think together on how to make the dish even better. This kind of a 
cooking process that requires collaborative problem solving will enforce the group’s teamwork and creativity. This 
process is also enforced since the team has a common goal of cooking a tasty meal. The team’s bond will be 
strengthened by the shared hunger.  
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2.6 MIXED LEVEL OF SKILLS  

Everyone is welcomed into the kitchen.  

 

 

 

You are searching for members to CoCook with. Perhaps you already have a group of mixed people, and thinking of 
cooking with the group.  

▼ In this context 

If you collect only skilled chefs to cook together, “making a delicious dish” becomes the mere goal, which 
would leave out the unskilled members out from the process. 

There has been a long held conception that only skilled people can be in the kitchen. Since both sides share this 
thought, it is very likely that only the skilled people will cook, and the others will wait for the meal to be made. 
Especially if these are people who like to cook as a hobby, they might feel uncomfortable having other people in the 
kitchen. The inexperienced cooks might also feel uncomfortable going into the kitchen thinking they have nothing 
they will be able to do.  

▼ Therefore 

Invite everyone into the kitchen, even beginning cooks, and CoCook with a wide variety of skills among the 
group. 

There should be something everyone can do, even if it is his or her first time entering the kitchen. Hold Kitchen 
Lessons and teach them something they could help out with. Washing vegetables and peeling it with a peeler is a 
perfect place to start.  

▼ As a result 

With the combination of skills from the experienced cooks, and the ideas that come out of the box by beginners, the 
group should be able to go through a whole new type of a cooking experience. With the guarantee of not flopping due 
to the skilled cooks watching over, the beginning cooks will be able to get a taste of what it is like to cook. The 
experienced cooks too will have their cooking process taken to a different direction than they expected, so they will 
too experience a whole new level of cooking. In such a kitchen, natural communications will fill the place, and a 
Warm Atmosphere will be achieved.  
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2.7 TREASURY OF SPICES 

A treasure box full of tasty ideas.  

 

 

 

You CoCook often. Perhaps you have a group of people that you want to share the creative experience of CoCooking 
with.  

▼ In this context 

When cooking, many of the dishes tend to end up tasting alike. 

Since the available condiments are limited, the group has to choose from the small collection. In addition, especially 
for slightly skilled cooks, since we have patterns for flavors in our heads that we just apply, eventually many of the 
dishes start to have similar flavors.  

▼ Therefore 

Build a collection of condiments so that the group can try out variations of a dish with different flavors. 

Collect different kinds of spices, herbs, seasonings, sauces, etc. so that the group can search through the set to try out 
different flavors. You can start by making a general set that can be used in any dish, and then gradually build on the 
collection. Get country-specific to bring in some variations.  

▼ As a result 

The collection of condiments will become a source for ideas while cooking, bringing lots of variations to the dish. 
Even when cooking a common dish, you can make it into a completely new dish just by changing how you season it. 
The group can even do some trial error and try out new combinations, especially for items such as sauces and dips.   
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2.8  CREATIVE DETOURS  

The art of creative substitutions. 

 

 

 

While cooking, the group realized that you don’t have an ingredient, condiment, or a utensil that is needed.  

▼ In this context 

When a needed tool/condiment is missing, it makes people want to skip the step, or even give up on the dish.   

At the point of the Ingredient Hunt, it is nearly impossible for the group to know exactly how the cooking process will 
go. It will also be hard to know exactly what tools/condiments will be available in the kitchen during shopping. Since 
it is rare that you can cook in a perfect kitchen where all possible tools are available, the kitchen you use often 
becomes a restriction.  

▼ Therefore 

Think creatively how you can substitute the missing object with something else, or consider the missing object 
as one of the restrictions, and think how the step can be detoured.  

For example, if you find out you are going to need a whisk and there isn’t one in the kitchen, you might be able to use 
chopsticks or even forks to do the job. If you are cooking based on a recipe, there should be infinite variations that 
you can try to cover up for missing items. Remind everyone that they are cooking a Dish without Answers and that the 
completed dish that they are going to eat may not necessarily be similar to what you would normally expect from a 
dish with the same name. Some Options include: using a different vegetable, baking the dish instead of frying it, 
trying Mexican seasoning instead of Italian. Share ideas on how you can make tasty detours.  As a Kitchen Captain, 
you an even purposely leave out some certain items from the kitchen to give another challenge to the group to attack. 

▼ As a result 

This process of thinking of ideas for substitution would make the group creative. In this process, the group will have 
to think why a certain step/tool/ingredient is required, and then brainstorm for other things that would produce a 
similar effect. This deep level of thought that strides over different levels of abstraction is a creative skill that can be 
used in any situation. In addition, a dish made by getting over these difficulties will be great chapters in the day’s 
Kitchen Stories.   
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2.9 DISH MASH-UP 

A combination of dishes bring infinite possibilities.  

 

 

 

 

The group is trying to think of what to make. Perhaps the group didn’t do a Potluck of Ingredients this time, nor have 
gone for an Ingredient Hunt yet.  

▼ In this context 

Only common names of dishes come up when brainstorming on what to cook, and none of the ideas seem 
attractive. 

Especially when you don’t have any ingredients yet that you can use as a source for ideas, giving ideas on what to 
cook often results in giving common and existing dish names. Though in most cases these will do, there are still times 
the group wants the extra twist.  

▼ Therefore 

Combine aspects of two dishes to think up of a completely new dish. 

Take any two existing dishes, and imagine what it would be like if the two were combined - for example, what would 
a pizza cake look like? This is best done in a workshop-situation. Get a large sheet of paper and some pens for 
everyone. On one edge of the paper, brainstorm for elements and characteristics that make up dish A - for example for 
pizza, “has a crust,” “toppings” “cheese,” “can eat with hands,” etc.. On the other edge, do the same for dish B. Once 
the elements are out, connect elements from both ends, and try to think up of an idea for a new dish. Some sticky 
notes may help when doing the process in a large group.  

▼ As a result 

The group would have an idea for a completely new dish that they can cook. Not only is the workshop itself fun and 
creative, the process of trying to actually shape the idea into an actual dish will be another enjoyable challenge. Make 
sure to Name the Dish, take a Food Photo, and make Idea Takeouts - they should become parts of a wonderful 
Kitchen Story.  
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2.10 SOLUTION-BASED COOKING  

Cooking becomes a tool for solving many problems.  

 

 

 

You are thinking of holding a CoCooking session. Perhaps you have people you CoCook with on a daily basis.   

▼ In this context 

Cooking together may be fun and creative, but it will likely end as a fun event, and not much effect might 
remain after the event. 

CoCooking of course brings many conversations and ideas among the group. The kitchen becomes filled with a warm 
and creative atmosphere, and after the cooking is over, everyone feels they accomplished something. However, it is 
likely that you were just satisfied with the fun time, and everything that happened in the kitchen remains there.  

▼ Therefore 

Consider CoCooking as a “method” to solve different problems, and set a group goal besides “making a 
delicious meal." 

Though cooking is a very simple and fundamental act in our daily lives, it introduces us to a wide range of topics that 
are important even outside the kitchen. For example, many of the topics we learn in school including math and 
science can be learned in the kitchen. Other uses of CoCooking may include but is not limited to reconsidering a 
healthy diet, eating economically, building teamwork or new relationships, understanding a different culture, or 
brainstorming for new product ideas and prototyping it. You can also consider Green Cooking to be eco-friendly.  

▼ As a result 

After the meal, the group will not just have a filled stomach and a fun time, but will also be left with many new ideas 
and progress that they can continue their effort on even after the leaving the kitchen. These goals or problems can be 
small, but as the group forms a habit of setting goals before cooking, they can transpose this skill of setting goals and 
prototyping a solution to other contexts. In addition, after experiencing several Problem Solving Cooking sessions, 
you might start to have the thought “how can I solve this through cooking?” even when facing problems outside the 
context of the kitchen.  
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In Figure 3, some pictures that illustrate the patterns are provided. Starting from the top left, this is a picture of a 
Solution-Based Cooking session where we did a CoCooking session using vegetables that were about to become 
waste to propose one possible solution toward food waste. On the top middle is a picture of a worksheet we made 
guides participants through a process of creating a Menu Without Answers. On the top right is a picture of a collection 
of ingredients from a Potluck of Ingredients. On the bottom row from the left is a picture of participants searching 
through a Treasury of Spices,  a Dish Mash-Up workshop, and a collection of the day’s Mystery Ingredient.  

 

         
Fig. 3. The pictures illustrate 6 of the patterns in practice. 

 

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER POSSIBILITIES  

This work is a part of our challenge to create a system of patterns that defines and supports a whole new cooking 
process. The patterns in this paper are patterns that are meant to support the creative and social aspects of cooking. In 
our previous works and in works by others, there have been many pattern languages considering cooking that have 
been made. These include the Generative Cooking Approach, the Cooking Language, the Cooking Patterns, The 
Cooking Life Patterns, and the first part of the CoCooking Patterns. Our next step is to see how these patterns interact 
and enforce one another to build a more holistic pattern approach to cooking.  
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